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ABSTRACT
As Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is increasingly applied
to larger and more complex systems, the current generation
of modelling and model management technologies are being
pushed to their limits in terms of capacity and e�ciency.
Additional research and development is imperative in order
to enable MDE to remain relevant with industrial practice
and to continue delivering its widely recognised productiv-
ity, quality, and maintainability benefits. Achieving scalabil-
ity in modelling and MDE involves being able to construct
large models and domain-specific languages in a systematic
manner, enabling teams of modellers to construct and refine
large models in a collaborative manner, advancing the state
of the art in model querying and transformations tools so
that they can cope with large models (of the scale of mil-
lions of model elements), and providing an infrastructure for
e�cient storage, indexing and retrieval of large models. This
paper attempts to provide a research roadmap for these as-
pects of scalability in MDE and outline directions for work
in this emerging research area.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modelling is an essential part of any engineering process.

Engineers of all disciplines construct models of the systems
they intend to build – e.g. software applications, bridges,
airplanes – to capture, test, and validate their ideas with
other stakeholders before embarking on a long and costly
production process. Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a
software engineering methodology that attempts to reduce
the accidental complexity [1] of software systems by promot-
ing models that focus on the essential complexity of systems,
as first-class artefacts of the software development process.
In contrast to traditional software development methodolo-
gies where models are mainly used for communication and
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post-mortem documentation purposes, in MDE models are
the main living and evolving artefacts from which concrete
software development artefacts can be produced in an auto-
mated fashion, through model-to-model and model-to-text
transformation.

With object-oriented techniques having reached a point of
exhaustion [2, 3], MDE constitutes the latest paradigm shift
in software engineering as it raises the level of abstraction
beyond that provided by 3rd generation programming lan-
guages. To avoid the pitfalls of one-size-fits-all CASE tools,
MDE advocates domain-specific solutions and modern MDE
architectures provide the means to implement these using a
combination of general purpose languages (e.g. UML), do-
main specific languages, and languages and tools for auto-
mated model management (transformation, validation, com-
parison, merging, refactoring etc). In recent studies, MDE
has been shown to increase productivity by as much as a fac-
tor of 10 [4, 5], and significantly enhance important aspects
of the software development process such as maintainability,
consistency and traceability [6].

As MDE is increasingly applied to larger and more com-
plex systems, the current generation of modelling and model
management technologies are being stressed to their limits
in terms of their capacity to accommodate collaborative de-
velopment, e�cient management and persistence of models
larger than a few hundreds of megabytes in size. As such, a
new line of research is imperative in order to achieve scalabil-
ity across the MDE technical space and enable MDE to re-
main relevant and continue delivering its widely-recognised
productivity, quality, and maintainability benefits.

Scalability in software engineering has di↵erent dimen-
sions: number of software engineers; size of engineering arte-
facts; size and complexity of languages used; size of engineer-
ing tasks that are carried out; number of engineering arte-
facts, etc. As illustrated in Figure 1, achieving scalability in
MDE involves:

• being able to construct large models and domain spe-
cific languages in a systematic manner;

• enabling large teams of modellers to construct and re-
fine large models in a collaborative manner;

• advancing the state of the art in model querying and
transformations tools so that they can cope with large
models (of the order millions of model elements);



• providing an infrastructure for e�cient storage, index-
ing and retrieval of such models.
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Figure 1: Tackling the challenge of scalability in

MDE

The rest of the paper (Sections 2-5) provides an overview
of the state of the art in these four key areas, identifies
the main challenges that need to be overcome, and outlines
directions for further research and development. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. SCALABLE DOMAIN SPECIFIC
LANGUAGES

Even though the concepts, techniques and tools for MDE
have been notably improved over the last few years, we still
find that models and languages do not scale well, hetero-
geneous languages (perhaps belonging to di↵erent technical
spaces) are di�cult to combine, and there are no satisfac-
tory techniques for the application of MDE to large, com-
plex systems in more complicated scenarios. These scenar-
ios require techniques for the engineering, modularization
and reuse of large models and complex modelling languages
enabling their flexible combination. Many research groups
have recognized these deficiencies [7, 8], making this area a
very promising line of research, with great potential impact
in industry. We review the current state of the art regarding
scalable language design, and propose research directions to
tackle the identified gaps.

2.1 State of the Art
There are several works aimed at defining compositional

mechanisms for languages and models. The Reuseware project
(http://www.reuseware.org/) aims at providing composi-
tion technology and techniques for languages lacking such
built-in mechanisms. Reuseware is specifically aimed to-
wards languages in the context of the Semantic Web, such
as OWL, and modeling languages, like the UML. Such tech-
niques allow for componentization and composition of arti-
facts written in these languages, fostering reuse [9]. In [10]

the authors extend the OMG’s Meta-Object Facility (MOF)
for the specification of proper meta-model components with
provided export and required import interfaces. This fa-
cilitates information hiding and enables the construction of
languages by composing these components. However, the
technique is only described theoretically and does not con-
sider composition of models. In [11] the authors propose a
similar approach for the definition of import and export in-
terfaces for meta-models and models. Again, currently the
approach is only defined theoretically, but an implementa-
tion atop EMF is foreseen. Moreover, none of these ap-
proaches tackle issues related to consistency checking when
models are interconnected.

With respect to handling visualization of large, complex
models, some researchers have brought abstraction tech-
niques from the field of information visualization. For exam-
ple, in [12], the authors develop an ad-hoc semantic-zooming
technique to ease navigation in complex UML diagrams, and
some visual language editors like DiaGen enable the defini-
tion of abstractions [13]. However, these abstractions have
to be manually programmed for each di↵erent language.
Some preliminary work in the definition of generic model
abstractions has been reported in [14], which can be reused
across di↵erent meta-models, however, there is still no sup-
port for visualizations, and these abstractions have not been
applied in the context of large, heterogeneous models.

Finally, little work has addressed processes for develop-
ing and testing meta-models [15, 16]. For example, in [16]
the authors propose a language to write automated tests for
conceptual schemas, which could be used for test driven de-
velopment of DSLs. In [15] the authors propose a process
for the incremental development of meta-models by consid-
ering increasingly refined test models. Some other works (in-
cluding proposals from some of the partners) have explored
the induction of meta-models from example models [17, 18],
and enabling collaboration in the definition of the meta-
models [19]. However, none of these works consider issues
related to scalability of models or meta-models.

2.2 Research Directions
The basic activities in Language and Model Engineering

are the specification of domain-specific languages (normally
through meta-models), the generation of modelling tools
starting from those specifications, and the construction of
models using the generated tools. Each of these techniques
should be scalable for industrial use, and should enable the
adequate handling of complexity. We believe that research
is needed to facilitate the use of these techniques in contexts
and applications of industrial scale. In particular, we foresee
the following dimensions:

Scalable Language Design. In the first place, it should
be possible to take into account scalability concerns when
designing a modelling language. Appropriate techniques
should be provided to extend the meta-model structure when
large models are expected, in order to enhance e�ciency for
certain model queries. Such extensions could be suggested
by an intelligent recommender system, on the basis of the
expected sizes, queries and model usages. An additional
mechanism is to include automated support for modulariza-
tion, enabling the construction of libraries of reusable models
and meta-model fragments (as it is done in the programming
domain to tackle scalability). For example, including in the



meta-modelling infrastructure concepts like package, names-
pace, fragment, diagram or sub-model, which should be in-
stantiated with controlled cardinality. Those model frag-
ments, of potentially heterogeneous technical spaces, can be
distributed and linked through soft references [20, 21, 22].
To enable the correct composition and reuse of fragments,
(non-intrusive) mechanisms for the contract-based definition
of template models and meta-models are needed. These de-
composition and hierarchical constructs pose the problem of
consistency and validation of global properties of the model.
Hence e�cient, incremental techniques for such validation
are needed.

Scalable Concrete Syntaxes. Another means to tackle scal-
ability is to provide support for useful model abstractions,
providing a simplified view of a model, or introducing hi-
erarchical elements, organizing models at di↵erent levels of
abstraction. A means to facilitate their construction is to
define generic abstractions, which can be reused across dif-
ferent modelling languages [14]. These techniques should
be available both for the abstract syntax of models (i.e.,
“raw” models), and also for the graphical concrete syntax
level, in order to facilitate the visualization and exploration
of large-scale models, at di↵erent levels of abstraction. An-
other common issue is that no concrete syntax (only generic
tree-based editors) is defined for some meta-models, which
becomes problematic as models grow. To address such sce-
narios, research on automatic generation of graphical con-
crete syntaxes, adaptable to the characteristics of the meta-
model, and taking scalability as a concern to enable usable
navigation and visualization of large models is needed.

Heterogeneity. In real projects, one seldom uses isolated
DSLs in the development, but several languages might be
needed to describe the di↵erent aspects of the system to be
built. These concerns could even be expressed using di↵er-
ent technological spaces, like combinations of DSLs, UML or
specialized languages like Matlab/Simulink. Hence, research
on supporting the construction of multi-view language en-
vironments by reusing meta-model fragments, possibly of
heterogeneous technologies, is needed.

Processes and Methodologies. Currently, DSLs and meta-
models are often developed in an informal, ad-hoc way. How-
ever, being central to the MDE process, DSLs should be
engineered using sound principles and methods, gathering
requirements from all stakeholders. However, current MDE
practice lacks proposals in this direction. Therefore, pro-
cesses and methodologies enabling the engineering of DSLs,
and the disciplined use of models are needed, using the tech-
niques described above in an industrial setting.

3. SCALABLE QUERIES AND
TRANSFORMATIONS

The proposed research agenda on accelerating model trans-
formation engines builds on a vast literature of methods to
improve the performance of computation systems.

3.1 State of the Art

Incrementality.
One of the fundamental techniques commonly used in this

area is incrementality. The idea has already been applied to
model transformations, and the most followed approach is
o✏ine incrementality. [23] proposes an automatic way to
synchronize the source and target models of an ATL trans-
formation o✏ine. Incrementality is implemented by inter-
facing with existing di↵erencing tools for calculating changes
to the models and propagating them bidirectionally. Hearn-
den et al. [24] synchronize two models incrementally using
a declarative logic-based transformation engine. The ap-
proach records a transformation execution and links each
transformation step to the correspondent changes in the
source model. This information is then used for change prop-
agation. Live and o✏ine incrementality has been already
implemented with Graph Transformations techniques, for
example in [25]. Especially the work in [26] implements live
incrementality, based on the RETE algorithm, a well-known
technique in the field of rule-based systems. These graph
transformation approaches focus on incremental pattern-matching
to improve the performances of the transformation. [27] em-
ploys Triple Graph Grammars for incremental o✏ine model
synchronization in both directions. With respect to model
querying, the topic of evaluating OCL expressions incremen-
tally has been investigated by Cabot [28], especially for de-
tecting if a modification to a UML model violates OCL con-
straints that were satisfied before.

Lazy computation in model transformations.
While another well-known method to improve scalability

is lazy computation, we are not aware of any model trans-
formation tool with an on-demand generation strategy. The
Stratego [29] system allows user-defined execution strategies
for transformation rules. While user-defined strategies have
been employed to implement target-driven approaches [30],
the activation of rules as answer to external consumption has
not been addressed. VIATRA [31], despite not implement-
ing on-demand transformation, evaluates lazily the matches
of connected rules to avoid unnecessary computation, as de-
scribed in [32]. Outside the MDE domain, [33] provides an
interpreter for XSLT that allows random access to the trans-
formation result. They also show how their implementation
enables e�cient pipelining of XSLT transformations. The
implementation of a lazy evaluator for functional (naviga-
tion) languages is a subject with a long tradition [34]. We
refer to [35] for an example based on Lisp. This subject has
been explored in [36] and in [37] where performance mea-
sures are presented.

Performance optimization for model transformations.
Other optimization techniques have been explored in model

transformation engines [38, 39]. Lazy loading [40] is a com-
plementary subject to lazy navigation, when dealing with
models that do not fit into the memory available to the
transformation engine. [41] explores the subsequent reuse
of matches of transformations rules for performance tun-
ing. In [42] model navigation results are cached to speed/up
transformation sequences. Incremental transformations are
often coupled with retainment rules that make it possible
to avoid overriding manual changes performed to the target
model when the correspondent part of the source model has
been updated. Retainment rules for model transformations
have been investigated in [43]. [41] presents methods to
evaluate pattern matches of di↵erent rules in an overlapped
way, to increase performance. In [42] transformation con-



text is preserved to e�ciently perform incremental updates
whereas in [38] and [39] strategies for the problem of graph
pattern matching optimization are investigated.

3.2 Research Directions
To address these gaps it would be valuable to develop a

novel transformation engine able to generate on demand the
elements of models connected by a transformation network.
We propose a shift of paradigm for programming model-
driven applications towards reactive programming [44], and
we perform the first steps in this direction by implementing
and practically evaluating a reactive engine for model trans-
formations. Reactive programming denotes a programming
paradigm oriented to the propagation of changes through
data flows. An example of reactive programming in this
broad sense, is a language whose programs automatically up-
date their computation whenever some input data changes.
In our model-driven context we propose a paradigm where a
network of reactive transformations defines persistent data-
flows among models. A reactive transformation engine takes
care of activating only the strictly needed computation in re-
sponse to updates or requests of model elements. The reac-
tive engine o↵ers a combination of incremental and lazy com-
putation (and loading) that transparently keeps the system
consistent according to the provided transformation rules.

A reactive engine also opens the way to scenarios based
on infinite intermediate models generated on demand, or
streaming models propagating from inputs to outputs. This
research has the potential to widen the application space of
the model-driven approach to new scenarios.

4. SCALABLE COLLABORATIVE
MODELLING

As model sizes and complexity have grown, multi-user
environments (which are already standard in traditional,
source-code centric development environments) are neces-
sary. Collaboration and related features (such as version
management, conflict resolution, model migration and merg-
ing) are now widely recognized as services of key importance,
especially in terms of reusability and overall e�ciency [45].
Unfortunately, the state of the art in modelling technologies
has not yet caught up, as current tools leg behind both in
terms of features and maturity. As a result, tool providers
and toolchain designers have to rely on ad-hoc solutions. In
the following, we provide a brief overview of these challenges.

4.1 State of the Art

Model repositories.
Model repositories are storage systems for modeling arte-

facts that are mostly focused on persistence and concur-
rent access over a distributed infrastructure (client-server).
They have limited support for advanced use-cases such as
conflict management, branching, model comparison etc. In-
stead, they provide extension mechanisms and core APIs
that auxiliary, function-specific tools may use. In the follow-
ing overview, we focus on the collaborative aspect of such
technologies.

The Eclipse Modeling Framework Connected Data Ob-
jects (CDO [46]) framework is a model repository for EMF
models primarily targeting scalable model persistence and
version management, with a simple collaborative access layer.

CDO implements a custom API for collaboration, based on
transaction management and views that rely on a partition-
ing technique (implicit locking). Unfortunately, there is no
mature support for conflict management and merging.

The enhancement of the collaboration features of CDO
are the primary goal of the Dawn project [47] that should
feature a collaborative UI and corresponding API. The aim
is to provide preliminary collaboration primitives (such as
locking, update, commit) for generated EMF and GMF ed-
itors.

MORSA [48, 49] is a recent approach for scalable model
persistence based on a NoSQL back-end and on-demand
loading/caching mechanisms, with a prototypical implemen-
tation for EMF models. Its primary focus is scalability and
only provides preliminary query and integration facilities
(does not cover access control, version management or se-
curity).

Online collaborative modelling systems.
Online collaborative modelling systems rely on a short

transaction model, whereby a single, shared instance of the
model is edited by multiple users in real time (i.e. all changes
are propagated to all participants instantly). These systems
lack conflict management, or only provide very light weight
mechanisms (such as voluntary locking). As a result, con-
flicts are very limited in scope and are resolved instantly, at
the cost of communication overhead and that all parties are
required to be online simultaneously.

CoolModes (COllaborative Open Learning and MODEl-
ing System) [50] implements an online collaborative model
editing approach for e-learning, with the prime focus on
communication. It features a plugin architecture by which
custom DSMLs can be specified using XML DTDs and in-
tegrated into the system.

EMFCollab [51] is an open-source e↵ort that implements a
light-weight and thus easy-to-integrate online collaboration
feature over EMF models. The implementation is compat-
ible with traditional file-based version control systems like
CVS or SVN, as files are used for persistence.

The SpacEclipse-CGMF [52] approach is an attempt to in-
tegrate online collaborative functionality in Eclipse Graph-
ical Modeling Framework-based graphical editors. It also
integrates a model-based way to define both the domain of
the graphical editor and the workspace configuration of the
tool to be generated. This is done using a dedicated DSL.

Model versioning systems.
Model versioning systems are more closely aligned with

o✏ine version control systems (VCS) such as CVS or SVN.
They follow the long transaction model whereby contribu-
tors are assumed to commit larger portions of work with
respect to a certain (past) version as the reference. Hence,
since conflicts are common, their detection, resolution and
merging are features of top importance. Depending on their
architecture, they may or may not deal with auxiliary ser-
vices such as authentication and access control (these may
be provided by additional middleware such as the web server
that hosts the actual communication between server and
client).

ModelCVS [53, 54] is one of the earliest attempts to create
a CVS-like version control system for modelling artefacts. It
is a collection of early prototype tool integration meta-tools
(last updated in 2008), consisting of a model di↵erencing



and matching framework, a model mapping editor and a
semantic versioning back-end. The project did not produce
technology of industrial maturity.

AMOR [55, 56] (formerly known as SmoVer) builds on the
experiences gained in early projects like ModelCVS, with the
focus on improvement of conflict management. AMOR pro-
vides precise conflict detection, intelligent conflict resolution
within an adaptable versioning framework which versioning
adapters of various DSMLs can extend as plugins. The de-
tection and resolution of conflicts makes use of advanced
techniques such as semantics or operation-driven reasoning
[57], visualization, data mining and machine learning tech-
niques. Unfortunately, AMOR has not evolved into a fully
usable tool with only limited prototypes available; the final
goal is to integrate the entire framework into the Enterprise
Architect suite.

The Eclipse Modeling Team Framework (MTF) [58], an
Eclipse project in the pre-proposal phase, is intended as
the continuation of AMOR. MTF is intended as a meta-
repository for modelling artefacts within the Eclipse workspace,
leveraging existing Eclipse technologies such as the Team
API, CDO and SVN integration to provide a fully integrated
meta- and instance model versioning system.

EMFStore [59, 60] is an implemented and working model
versioning framework for EMF that provides APIs for con-
flict management, but in a limited way: although some built-
in prototypes are available, custom DSMLs need hand-coded
and domain-specific solutions for reliable operation. EMF-
Store does not scale to large models and also uses an uses
RDBMS backend through EMF Teneo, providing only very
simple access control.

Model differencing.
In cases where the server-side VCS cannot be replaced by

a custom solution for models, o✏ine model comparison, dif-
ferencing and merging tools such as EMF Compare 2.0 [61]
or EMF Di↵/Merge [62] are also often used (in combina-
tion with the traditional VCS). In these cases, the detection
and resolution of conflicts is performed by a (dedicated) user
manually on their workstation, by checking out all versions
of the models, performing the comparison, resolving the con-
flicts (for which some hints may be provided by the di↵-
merge tools) and checking the result back in. Despite the
sophistication of di↵-merge algorithms especially in EMF
Di↵/Merge, a generic, domain-independent solution has not
been developed yet, i.e. tool developers have to augment the
core engine with their domain-specific customizations (just
like in the case of EMFStore).

Convergence of approaches.
More recent developments in the (Eclipse) collaborative

modelling community have resulted in convergence of ap-
proaches between model repositories, online collaboration
engines and version control systems. CDO/Dawn, for in-
stance, has been extended with online collaboration features
and development is planned to converge the technological
foundations of CDO, EMFStore, EMF Compare and EMF
Di↵/Merge.

In addition, more advanced, integrated frameworks such
as ModelBus [63] have appeared to address multiple issues
related to collaborative modelling (unfortunately, the de-
velopment of ModelBus slowed down significantly in recent
years, with version 2.0 still to appear as of late 2012, even

though originally planned for 2009). ModelBus provides
a tool integration layer for service-oriented tool orchestra-
tion [64] and integrates well-known industrial modelling tools
(e.g. Rational Software Architect, Papyrus, Enterprise Ar-
chitect), as well as auxiliary tools such as Rational DOORS,
Microsoft O�ce and MatLab Simulink. Moreover, it also in-
tegrates prototype tools for model validation, metrics eval-
uation and traceability management. With respect to col-
laboration, ModelBus implements a basic model repository
based on EMF with built-in model conversion to support
non-EMF tools (these adapters have to be programmed man-
ually). While the backend provides useful features such as
notifications (e.g. model changes, but not model element
changes), it only o↵ers limited scalability (in terms of model
size). ModelBus supports both o✏ine and online collabora-
tion through a very simple conflict management layer based
on voluntary model element-level locking.

The key weaknesses of the collaborative modelling state of
the art can be summarized as follows: (i) immature integra-
tion of online and o✏ine collaboration patterns; (ii) mostly
ad-hoc architectures that prohibit or make the implementa-
tion of domain-specific collaboration/version management
di�cult; (iii) very simplistic locking and conflict manage-
ment solutions that severely hinder developer productivity;
(iv) the lack of a flexible and scalable back-end platform
that caters to both Eclipse-based and other (commercial)
tools.

4.2 Research Directions
We foresee a multi-device collaborative modelling frame-

work built on the model bus design pattern, as follows.

Support for online and offline collaboration. The frame-
work should support both o✏ine and online collaboration
in a multi-user and multi-device environment, providing a
model access layer (transaction management, queries, views
and manipulation) featuring basic collaboration primitives
(push, pull, commit, merge), and an adaptation layer for the
integration of access control and security services.

Extensibility. It should be built on an extensible archi-
tecture that allows the integration of domain-specific, cus-
tomized plugins for conflict management (detection, resolu-
tion and merging).

Locking and conflict management. As novel and innova-
tive features, it should include:

• query-driven dynamic locking that uses complex graph
queries [65] for the specification of locking partitions
for views and manipulative transactions. Such queries
should operate in a collaboration-aware manner that
includes support for real-time updates and locked queries
(where updates are propagated only from a pre-defined
subset of collaboration partners).

• automated conflict resolution based on design-space
exploration techniques [66] that are able to ensure do-
main consistency and well-formedness by automati-
cally applying model manipulation policies to find valid
and conflict-free model states.



Technology. The middleware should define a client-server
protocol, core collaboration and version management oper-
ations (e.g. model manipulation, locking, branching, merg-
ing, upgrade) and extension mechanisms for various locking,
conflict management and access control services. On the
front-end, it should be compatible with existing and future
Eclipse-based technologies (EMF and its auxiliaries and the
Team API); on the back-end, it should fully support and
integrate into the scalable model persistence framework.

5. SCALABLE MODEL PERSISTENCE
An essential component of scalable MDE is infrastructure

that facilitates persistence and retrieval or large models in
an e�cient manner. This section reviews the state of the
art in this area and the challenges that need to be overcome
through further research and development.

5.1 State of the Art
The most widely adopted format for model persistence

is the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) format, which is
an Object Management Group (OMG) and an ISO/IEC
(19503:2005) standard. XMI was introduced in order to
enhance interoperability between modelling tools and pre-
vent vendor lock-in. Since its introduction, XMI has been
adopted as a common import/export model persistence for-
mat by the majority of UML modelling tools (IBM RSA,
Poseidon, MagicDraw UML, Modelio, Altova UModel etc.),
and as a native persistence format in the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF) and the MetaData Repository (MDR).
While XMI has been a significant step towards tool interop-
erability, as discussed in [67] and [8] it is not a particularly
e�cient model representation format, as – being based on
top of XML – it provides limited support for lazy or partial
model loading, features that are essential for managing large
models.

To address the limitations of XMI with working with large
models, several alternatives have been proposed. In [40],
the Binary Model Syntax (BMS) is briefly discussed as a
high performance binary alternative to XMI. However, since
2009, when the article above was published, there have not
been any updates or releases of BMS in the public domain.
The Connected Data Objects framework (CDO) [46] is a
framework built on top of the Eclipse Modeling Framework,
and supports persistence of large models in relational databases
supporting features such as save points, explicit locking,
change notification, queries, temporality, branching, merg-
ing, o✏ine and fail-over modes. A major concern with CDO
is that it implements its own version control management
system and there are strong indications that this is hindering
industrial adoption, as moving away from stable and proved
version control management systems such as CVS, SVN and
VSS and into a newly-developed VCS is not an easy deci-
sion. Also, recent work has demonstrated that CDO does
not scale up as well as advertised. More specifically, CDO
failed to load all test sets that were greater than 271MB
in [67] although the documentation claims that it has been
used to load models up to 4GB.

Other related work in the field of scalable model persis-
tence, includes the Mongo-EMF [68] and the Morsa [67]
systems which leverage NoSQL (Not Only SQL) database
systems. Morsa achieves scalable model persistence by em-
ploying on-demand loading facilities that are able to retrieve
and update model fragments on a per-need basis. Morsa

has been demonstrated to out-perform XMI in terms of the
memory needed to load and traverse a large model (646MB)
by 17 times while requiring 20 times more time [67]. Mongo
EMF is very similar to Morsa but no results have been re-
ported on its performance yet. Both Mongo-EMF and Morsa
are prototypes and so far there is no indication that they
target or plan to target issues such as security and access
control, which are critical for the deployment of such solu-
tions in an industrial context.

5.2 Research Directions

Efficient Model Storage. The current standard model stor-
age format is the XML Metadata Interchange[69]. As XMI
is an XML-based format, in order to access any model el-
ements using current state-of-the-art modelling frameworks
such as EMF, the complete model file needs to be parsed
and loaded in memory first. This implies that the larger the
model file, the more time and memory is needed in order to
load the model. Also, XMI inherits the verbosity of XML
which means that XMI-encoded model files are much larger
in size than needed in order to store the information they
do.

To address these issues, we envision a new e�cient model
representation format that will reduce the size of model files,
enable modelling and model management tools to lazily load
the contents of a model into memory, and access specific
model elements without needing to read the entire model
file first. We anticipate that such a format will provide a
dramatic improvement both in terms of both the size of
model files, and in terms of the memory and time required
to load these models. For instance, findings from the Google
Protocol Bu↵ers project suggest that a well-designed binary
format can deliver improvements of a scale of 3-10 in terms
of size, and 20-100 in terms of loading speed compared to
XML. To design the proposed format, existing successful
binary formats such as these provided by Google Protocol
Bu↵ers, BSON and Fast Infoset should be investigated in
order to develop a solid understanding of their structure,
strengths and weaknesses.

Model Indexing. With a faster and more e�cient model
persistence format that provides a reduction of the scale
of 10 in terms of size, an XMI-based model of the order
of hundreds of MBs, would now be of the order of tens of
MBs. In a typical collaborative development environment
where artefacts are stored in a central repository such as a
Version Control System (VCS – e.g. CVS, SVN, Git etc.),
an FTP server or a shared network folder, and synchronised
over the network, even files of the order of tens of MBs are
challenging to manage as for every change they need to be
transferred back and forth between the local copy and the
remote repository. Storing a large model as a single file can
also be sub-optimal as it can cause frequent conflicts when
using an optimistic locking VCS or lock-outs when using a
pessimistic locking VCS.

Two solutions have been proposed for addressing this prob-
lem [8]:

1. Storing large models in dedicated model repositories
that enable model-element level (instead of file-level)
version control operations (check in, check out, lock
etc.);



2. Splitting large models over many cross-referenced phys-
ical files (model fragments).

The first approach requires both a leap in terms of the
modelling tools used to edit models, as the majority of mod-
elling tools work with file-based models, and a transition
from a robust and established types of repositories which
work well with a wide range of development tools, to newly
developed model-specific repositories. The particularly lim-
ited adoption of model-specific repositories such as CDO,
and ModelCVS [53, 54] so far has demonstrated that indus-
trial users can be reluctant to make such a drastic transition
in practice. As such, and in order to provide industrially-
relevant results, we will mainly focus on the second ap-
proach.

The main advantage of the second approach is that it
works well with existing modelling tools (as the vast ma-
jority of them work with files), and with existing types of
remote repositories (such as CVS, SVN, Git, FTP, shared
network folders etc). However, using this approach with
current state-of-the-art technologies makes it impossible to
compute queries of global nature such as “find all classes
that are sub-classes of X” without going through all the
model fragments from the remote repository every time. To
demonstrate this limitation, consider the scenario on the
left side (a) of Figure 2. In this scenario, the VCS reposi-
tory contains 3 model fragments (A, B and C) from which
the developer has checked out only fragment A. Now, if the
developer needs to know which other fragments in the repos-
itory reference its X element, they need to check out, load
and examine every other fragment in the repository (B and
C in this case). Obviously, as the number of model fragments
in the repository grows, this approach becomes increasingly
ine�cient.

Model Indexing
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Figure 2: Performing global queries on model frag-

ments stored in a VCS repository without (a) and

with (b) an indexing server

To address this limitation, we envision a model index-
ing framework that can monitor the contents of remote ver-
sion control repositories, and index the models they contain
in scalable database that will enable e�cient computation
of global queries. The model indexing framework will sup-
port monitoring di↵erent types of remote repositories (SVN,
CVS, Git, FTP, remote filesystems etc.) and indexing of
heterogeneous models (i.e. XMI, binary, text-based models)
using a driver-based architecture.

Applications of such a framework can extend beyond the
boundaries of MDE as it can also be used in order to index

other types of artefacts, including source code (e.g. Java
source files can be loaded as models conforming to the Java
metamodel using tools such as Jamopp1). Indexing the
source code of an entire repository (and even of multiple
repositories) would enable developers and tools to perform
global queries (e.g. which classes inherit from class X? if I
change the signature of method Y, which classes will be af-
fected? is there any class named Z or that has a method Q?)
without needing to check out locally all the code from these
repositories – which is currently not possible with existing
technologies.

In order for the framework to also apply to the source code
indexing problem discussed above, the persistence mecha-
nism that will be used to underpin the index needs to be
highly scalable. While this is still an open research question,
NoSQL solutions such as Neo4J, OrientDB, Cassandra and
MongoDB appear to be promising candidates. The language
that clients (e.g. modelling or model management tools) will
use in order to query the model indexing framework is also
an open research question.

Security and Access Control. In terms of security, the
indexing framework needs to leverage the authentication
mechanisms provided by the remote repository it indexes,
and ensure that access control rules in the index are con-
sistent with those of the repository. For instance, in the
example of Figure 2, if the user that performs the query is
not permitted to access model fragment B in the VCS, the
query should either not return B or inform the user that X is
referenced from another model that they don’t have access
to. The precise definition of the security policy is again an
open research question that requires further investigation.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have identified a number of challenges

related to scalability in Model Driven Engineering, we have
discussed the state of the art in the areas of scalable language
development, model querying and transformation, collabo-
rative modelling and persistence and we have proposed di-
rections for further research in this area which we plan to
explore further in the future.
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